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What is a significant news event? 
Images: Creative Commons



When news hits, price changes fast
Data: Daily prices for nearby CME KC HRW Wheat and Live Cattle futures, rolled on 15th day of month prior to 
delivery month. Source: CRB
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The probability of significant news events and large 
price changes varies across time
Data: Daily returns for nearby CME Live Cattle futures, rolled on 15th day of month prior to delivery month. 
Source: CRB



Exchanges impose price limits that constrain price 
changes, limit price discovery
Data: Daily returns for nearby CME Live Cattle futures, rolled on 15th day of month prior to delivery month. 
Source: CRB



Topics for discussion

• How do futures markets constrain the 
reaction to news?
• Daily price limits
• Intraday trading halts

• What are the costs and benefits?
• How do market participants and prices 

respond to the exist of constraints?
• How should exchanges and regulators 

adjust existing constraints?







Trading halts

• CME stop logic and velocity logic rules briefly stop 
trading if price moves ‘too far, too fast’
• Price band prevents order entry away from the market



The cost of price limits

• Loss of price discovery
• Price uncertainty potentially greater in markets 

(like ag) with basis risk
• Higher transactions cost when trading 

moves to alternative venues
• Deferred months
• Options/Synthetic futures
• Other markets



CFTC rationale for price limits

• “Designated contract markets may adopt 
price limits to: 
• “Constrain price movements… not reflective of 

true market conditions (or) caused by traders
overreacting to news”

• “Allow time for the collection of margins” 
• “Provide a “cooling-off” period… to respond to 

supply and demand fundamentals”
Source: 17 CFR Part 38, Appendix C



Trade rationale for tighter limits

• “We believe that higher daily price limits 
will cause greater volatility in an already 
volatile commodity marketplace. We fear 
that higher daily price limits will lead to yet-
greater financial challenges through larger 
margin calls...”

• National Grain and Feed Association Submission to CFTC 
regarding proposal to increase corn limits in May 2011.



How should exchanges set the 
rules?

• Given the existence of limits, how much 
should exchange commit to adjusting them 
when market conditions change?
• Parallels to ”rules vs discretion” debate for 

monetary policy

• Previous experience with limits due in part to
limits not adjustable
• E.g. Wheat in 2008



Variable daily price limits in 
grains

• Since 2014, limits reset every six months (May 
and Nov)
• Set at 7% of average nearby futures price level 

prior to reset, rounded to nearest five cent 
increment, expandable after limit move

• CME stated target is limit move on <=1% of 
trading days

• No limits on options
• Margins are adjusted more frequently



Limits have been adjusted infrequently, remain in 
levels rather than percentage of prev close
Source: CME Group



Limits and margins are more responsive to price 
changes; Margin requirements often lower than limits 
Source: CME Group, Bloomberg
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Possible limit impacts on price

• Limits affect trading activity, how do they 
affect price?
• Magnetism: traders anticipate limit hit and rush 

to beat it, accelerate price change
• Holding back: traders anticipate limit hit and 

ration trading to keep market open, slow price 
change

• Cannot look only at limit move days, or 
post-limit impacts (Since limits don’t cause 
reversals)



Do limits affect price behavior?

• Identification problem: Price behavior with 
different limits (or no limits) is unobservable
• Two solutions: 
• Observe same market under different rules 
• Observe different markets at the same time
• Combine into “differences-in-differences” estimate

• Apply to wheat:
• Three wheat markets: Chicago, Kansas City, Paris
• Daily price limits do not apply in Paris



Insert estimation results here



Questions for discussion

• How do we measure net benefits of limits?
• Costs increase as limits bind more often 

• How tightly should limits bind?
• How much should exchanges and 

regulators rely on rules versus discretion in 
adjusting limits and other mechanisms? 
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